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Your guide to FREE education programs for your school



FREE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Fragile Planet's FREE animal education program consists of one, 45-
minute oral presentation on our LIVE animal ambassadors. Our program
offers students a once in a lifetime experience to get up close and
personal with animals they may have never seen before! Students
participate by asking questions, getting involved in the presentation,
and interacting with the presenters, making our program both
educational and entertaining. 
 
Our enthusiastic presenters tailor the presentation to the age group of
their audience and regularly present to students PreK - 12th grade. 

Over 35  years combined experience
Backed by country's top science educators
Founded Fragile Planet in 2011
Consultants for zoos across the country

HOW WE FUND 100% FREE PROGRAMS
Fragile Planet's 100% FREE educational programs are of ZERO cost to
your school. We fund our FREE programs by providing the students the
opportunity to purchase memorabilia, merchandise, and pictures with
our live animal ambassadors. Memorabilia and merchandise is pre-
ordered a month in advance of your scheduled program and pictures
are printed the day of the event! (Think scholastic book fair style)



BEST-SELLERS

Animal Magic School Supply Kit

Outdoor Adventure Kit

Animal Adoption Kit

Picture with an Ambassador

T-shirts

Trucket Caps

Fragile Planet Silicone Bracelets 

Collapsible Metal Reusable Straw

Fragile Planet Drawstring Backpack

$5.00

$15.00

$20.00

$10.00

$20.00

$20.00

$5.00

$8.00

$10.00

Order forms are dispersed to students two-
months in advance of the program and

collected after two-weeks to be submitted to
Fragile Planet for preparation. All orders are

brought to the program with us for students to
pick up. 

 
Animal pictures are a 4"x6" photo with a jungle
themed backdrop and are done the day of the
event. Pictures will be taken and submitted to

the school to send home to mom and dad!

Photos with the animals
Pictures with the animals require a signed and returned permission

slip. The school is responsible to dispersing the permission slips and 
collecting them for the day of the presentation for all students in

attendance. This ensures also that all students in the assembly are eligible
to participate, hands-on, in our presentations. 

 
PICTURES, MERCHANDISE, AND MEMORABILIA ARE 100% OPTIONAL

Fragile Planet will provide example permission 
slips for your students along with order forms

for merchandise, memorabilia, and photos.



Awards, Accomplishments, and Licensing

Licensed by the United States Department of Agriculture,
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
$2,000,000 Inurance Policy
Guest Speaker: Felid Taxon Advisory Group
Guest Speaker: American Federation of Aviculture
Guest Speaker: Texas Environmental Health
Administration
Certified in Interpretation 
Certified in Working Safely with Dangerous Animals
Professional member of the Zoological Association of
America

Frequently Asked Questions

We have a minimum of 300 students per presentation 

We can give up to three presentations the day of your 

Indoors or Outdoor
Auditorium / Cafeteria / Gymnasium / Pavillion / Auditorium

Permission slips given to and collected from every student 

Order forms given to and collected from every student 

Is there a maximum or minimum number of students
per presentation?

and no maximum.
 
How many presentations can be given in a day?

event, but do our best to limit the stress on our animals.
 
Where can presentations be held?

 
What does Fragile Planet need from my school?

participating in the event. 

participating in the event.


